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Abstract

The Alcator C-Mod fusion experiment at MIT in Cambridge, Massachusetts has been operating for twelve years. The data
handling for the experiment during most of this period was based on MDSplus running on a cluster of VAX and Alpha computers
using the OpenVMS operating system. While the OpenVMS operating system provided a stable reliable platform, the support
of the operating system and the software layered on the system has deteriorated in recent years. With the advent of extremely
powerful low cost personal computers and the increasing popularity and robustness of the Linux operating system a decision
was made to migrate the data handling systems for C-Mod to a collection of PC’s running Linux. This paper will describe the
new system configuration, the effort involved in the migration from OpenVMS, the results of the first run campaign under the
new configuration and the impact the switch may have on the rest of the MDSplus community.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

For the past 20 years, the computers used for fu-
sion research at the Plasma Science and Fusion Cen-
ter at MIT were VAX or Alpha systems running the
OpenVMS operating system. The vendor for this hard-
ware and operating system has undergone numerous
restructuring over this time frame and the quality of
the both the hardware and operating system has de-
teriorated. For this reason it was decided to migrate
to another computing platform. The Linux operating
system was chosen and this paper will discuss our ex-
periences in the migration of the C-Mod data handling
system from OpenVMS to Linux.
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2. Background

The OpenVMS operating system has been used as
the main computing platform for the fusion program
at MIT for more than 20 years. Several major experi-
ments including Alcator C, Tara, and Alcator C-Mod
as well as several smaller programs used OpenVMS
systems for data acquisition and analysis. During this
time frame both the MDS[1] and MDSplus[2] data
systems, widely used throughout the fusion research
community, were developed under this operating
system.

Changing hardware architectures along with cor-
porate restructuring due to the acquisition of Digital
Equipment by Compaq and Hewlett Packard has taken
its toll on the viability of OpenVMS. Once a popular
and robust computing platform, OpenVMS on VAX or
Alpha computers has deteriorated in performance and
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capability relative to competing systems over the last
5–10 years and it became increasingly clear that we
would need to move away from the OpenVMS oper-
ating system as the main computing infrastructure for
the Alcator C-Mod experiment.

The first step was a major porting effort of MD-
Splus to UNIX and Windows platforms which was
carried out in 1998–1999 by MIT, GA, LLNL, PPPL
and Padova. Many sites have since adopted MDSplus
for data handling or to provide remote access to their
existing data stores using non-OpenVMS computing
platforms[3]. With the port essentially complete and
the availability of inexpensive but powerful personal
computers, it was decided to experiment with Linux
workstations for data analysis and visualization in the
C-Mod control room. This experiment performed dur-
ing the 2001 campaign was quite successful and led
to the decision to migrate entirely from the OpenVMS
based computing infrastructure of the Alcator C-Mod
experiment to one based on the Linux operating sys-
tem.

3. Migration—significant challenges

Switching away from OpenVMS at C-Mod was not
going to be an easy task. Most of the C-Mod comput-
ing staff and many of the scientists and engineers had
over 20 years of experience using the OpenVMS op-
erating system while possessing little or no experience
with Linux. The OpenVMS computing infrastructure
was quite large with over 30 high-end physics and en-
gineering workstations along with several server sys-
tems. Essentially all of the data acquisition software
which communicates directly with the measurement
devices such as CAMAC modules would need to be
ported from OpenVMS to Linux.

In addition to the software libraries and applications
requiring porting, a whole new set of system manage-
ment procedures were needed. Procedures for account
management, data archival, system backups, system
configuration and replication, system monitoring and
tuning would need to be developed.

Both users and the computer support staff would
have to learn how to use and maintain a relatively un-
familiar computing infrastructure. There were many
unknowns regarding robustness of the operating sys-
tem as well as the software used on these systems,

including MDSplus, when placed under heavy load
during full scale data acquisition and analysis. There
were also concerns about the ability to diagnose and
repair problems should they arise during experimental
operations.

4. Migration strategy

A migration strategy was formulated to minimize
the risks and reduce inconvenience for the users. This
staged migration plan began with the purchase of a few
Linux workstations. Engineers and scientists could
use these workstations to familiarize themselves with
the Linux operating system and to port some of their
analysis and visualization applications. This stage was
successfully carried out toward the end of 2001. The
next phase was to purchase more Linux based work-
stations and actually replace a third of the OpenVMS.
A subset of the physics staff volunteered to use the
Linux workstations for analysis and visualization dur-
ing a C-Mod run campaign. This phase was completed
mid-2002 and again was quite successful. The new
workstations performed well, outperforming the more
expensive but much older OpenVMS systems. Users
were quickly gaining some expertise with Linux and
found a wealth of information on the web to help them
when they ran into difficulties. The ease of transition
along with the increased performance of the worksta-
tions allowed us to take the next step in the migration,
to replace most of the OpenVMS workstations and to
move the data acquisition and data file management
from OpenVMS to Linux servers. A new Linux server
and another 12 Linux workstations were purchased
shortly before then next C-Mod run campaign which
began in March 2003.

Until this point the experimental data store was lo-
cated on OpenVMS servers with the Linux worksta-
tions using the mdsip protocol over tcpip to access the
data. The next step was to move the data store from the
OpenVMS server to Linux. The new Linux server was
configured with 1.5 terabytes of RAID storage and a
copy of the entire C-Mod data archive was copied to
it. Both the OpenVMS systems and the Linux work-
stations were configured to access C-Mod data via
the Linux server. The original copy of the archive re-
mained on the OpenVMS server in case there was a
problem that would make it necessary to revert back to
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the original configuration. This step was successfully
completed toward the end of 2002 during an extended
outage between experimental campaigns.

The next major step was to move the bulk of the
data acquisition systems as well as the action dispatch-
ing and action servers from OpenVMS to Linux. This
included getting the CAMAC serial highway software
fully functional on Linux and the port of the numer-
ous CAMAC module data acquisition support codes.
The RAID storage on the OpenVMS server would
need to be emptied and moved to the Linux server
to provide sufficient storage for the upcoming C-Mod
run. Switching the CAMAC hardware, the action dis-
patcher and action servers which perform data acquisi-
tion and analysis, and the location of the data to Linux
were critical activities as it became increasingly diffi-
cult to revert to VMS in the event of some unforeseen
difficulty. While a series of tests were carried out to
evaluate the operation of the new configuration, it was
unknown how well it would perform under full load
during a C-Mod run campaign when the large num-
ber of simultaneous users puts significant stress on the
overall system.

5. Results

The C-Mod began operation in March 2003 using a
predominantly Linux based computing infrastructure
consisting of 2 Linux server systems and 22 Linux
physics and engineering workstations. Several soft-
ware problems were discovered during the initial ma-
chine cycles when bringing the experiment online af-
ter an extended outage. Most of these problems were
related to the action servers and dispatching which are
multi-threaded and susceptible to race conditions and
reentrancy problems. There were problems in some of
the CAMAC support code as well but essentially all of
the problems were fixed before full plasma operation
of the C-Mod experiment began.

The relocation of the MDSplus data files from an
OpenVMS server to a Linux server enabled us to
use the “distributed” tree access mode when refer-
encing data from the workstations. MDSplus supports
three different types of remote data access called “thin
client”, “thick client” and “distributed” and all three
are based on the mdsip protocol which uses tcpip sock-
ets for transport. Only the “thin client” and “thick

client” access methods are supported with an Open-
VMS server. In “thin client” mode the server per-
forms all expression evaluation and data decompres-
sion. This mode places a high compute load on the
server and also results in high network loads. In “thick
client” mode, the server decompresses the data but the
expression evaluation is done by the client. This re-
duces the computing load on the server somewhat. In
“distributed” mode, the server only performs file I/O
on behalf of the client. This results in the least com-
pute load on the server and the smallest load on the
network. It also support truly distributed trees where
the data files can reside on numerous servers. While a
similar functionality could be accomplished with file
sharing protocols such as NFS or AFS, these solutions
tend to be extremely inefficient when there are mul-
tiple concurrent readers and writers of the same data
files which is a key feature of the MDSplus system.

The performance and robustness of the new config-
uration far exceeded expectations. The data acquisi-
tion rate was almost twice as high as our OpenVMS
systems and the reliability of the data acquisition and
analysis systems was as good as or better than what
we experienced on OpenVMS.

The users of the system have been pleased with the
increased performance in the analysis and visualiza-
tion of data. Many of the analysis programs run in a
fraction of the time that they used to run on the older
OpenVMS machines. While the users have had some
difficulties adjusting to the new computing environ-
ment, they also are pleased with the suite of applica-
tions available and the wealth of information on the
Internet available to assist them in learning.

6. Final migration steps

The last run campaign of the Alcator C-Mod exper-
iment ending in July 2003 was operated on a comput-
ing environment consisting predominantly of Linux
systems. There are still a few applications which still
run exclusively on OpenVMS which will be moved to
Linux by the end of the 2003 calendar year. The most
demanding of these applications are those associated
with the real-time plasma control system currently
used on C-Mod. The plasma control for C-Mod[4] is
based on a hybrid analog/digital system developed by
the EPFL in Lausanne. The host system (OpenVMS)
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uses Bitbus to communicate with the hybrid control
system. Work is underway to replace this entire sys-
tem with a digital solution based on data acquisition
cards running on CPCI (compact personal computer
interface) under the control of a PC running Linux.

Assuming the final steps of migration go as
smoothly as the migration completed thus far we
anticipate retiring the remaining OpenVMS systems
used by the C-Mod experiment by the end of 2003.

7. Conclusions

The OpenVMS operating system has provided a ro-
bust computing environment for the Alcator C-Mod
experiment for more than a decade. Both the MDS
and MDSplus systems used widely in the fusion re-
search community were developed on the OpenVMS
platform. While OpenVMS has served the community
well for many years, advances in hardware and soft-
ware as well as market forces have lead to the end
of OpenVMS as a preferred platform. Linux, on the
other hand, is gaining in acceptance in both the scien-
tific and business environments. It runs on inexpensive
yet increasingly powerful personal computer systems
which now have the computing capacity rivaling or
exceeding that of systems classified as super comput-
ers only a few years ago. For these reasons we decided
to begin the transition from OpenVMS to Linux as
a computing environment for the Alcator C-Mod ex-
periment. As we began the transition it was assumed
that we might end up with a combination of Open-
VMS servers and Linux workstations but as the transi-
tion took place it became clear that the robustness and
speed of Linux and PC’s were sufficient to make the
retention of OpenVMS unnecessary and undesirable.

We are well on our way toward a complete con-
version to Linux as a computing platform for Alcator
C-Mod. The migration thus far has been more suc-
cessful, more rapid and more trouble free than we an-
ticipated. Performance of the C-Mod data system has
been more than adequate and has been able to keep
up with the increasing data handling demands now ex-
ceeding 650 megabytes of data per machine cycle.

The migration from OpenVMS to Linux at Alcator
C-Mod should have additional positive side effects.
Most of the MDSplus core software is maintained at
MIT and the migration should improve the quality

of the MDSplus software on the Linux, other UNIX
variants and Windows platforms which share the same
code base. Several problems have been detected and
fixed since the migration began as more of the code
is being exercised. The experience we have gained in
performing this migration can be used to assist other
sites which may be performing similar migrations in
the future[5,6].

At the same time, MIT is committed to continue
support of MDSplus under OpenVMS and will retain
systems to perform this task as necessary even though
the OpenVMS version of MDSplus has been quite
stable for several years.
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